
Pinup Pinup is a standalone desktop 
application for digital art designed 

to help illustrators work smarter.
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Example One

Adobe PhotoshopLocationhttp://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop

Overview + Relevance to this project

Photoshop is a widely used general digital 

art, design, and photomanipulation tool. 

Although it was initially designed for 

photographers, it has long been used by 

illustrators because of its early innovations in 

the digital art software industry, particularly 

the layer system and its customizable brush 

tools.

Experience ConceptGood: Application frame creates immersive drawing and painting environment. 

Highly active community surrounding this project.

Bad: Steep learning curve; Not tailored to a specific audience;  Setting up 

documents is not friendly to people who just want to start making from the get-

go. Making thumbnails and rough sketches is difficult. Keeping them organized 

and in view is even more difficult.
FunctionalityGood: The program can do pretty much anything from color editing to deep 

photomanipulation to animation to basic 3D rendering. Brush tool is responsive, 

highly customizable. Integration with Bridge/Creative Cloud. Smart objects make 

going back and forth between Photoshop and Illustrator a breeze.

Bad: Default brush presets are low resolution and poorly designed – practically 

useless for drawing and painting; those in search of more natural feeling brushes 

must look to third party brush designers like Kyle Webster. Vector tools are finicky 

and limited. Text tools are just plain bad. Visual DesignGood: Dark GUI is on trend with other professional creative software, brings 

image into focus. Icons are colorless, but easily recognizable, removing 

distractions from open image. Contextual tool settings appear at top for easy 

customization.
Bad: Diverse and nested layer structure is ugly and confusing, easy to get lost. 

Powerful and essential functionality is hidden as to be inaccessible to new users.
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Example One: Adobe Photoshop

Docked Tools are oriented towards 

photography 

Highly customizable interface
Sleek, dark grey GUI brings color 

and value of image into focus.
Complicated layers are easy to get 

lost in. Not conducive to intuitive 
interaction.
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Example One: Adobe Photoshop

Contained application frame 
improves immersion.

Program opens with no cues to 
start a document.

Visual representation of effect 
of brush preset, rather than 

skeumorphic icon.

New document dialogue is 
technical and unintuitive.

Powerful functionality hidden 
in  menus can be overwhelming 

for non-experts. New tools are 
discovered randomly, even with 

10+ years of experience.
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Example One: Adobe Photoshop

Not much space for opening 
multiple document windows, 

making referring to reference and 
sketches difficult.

Application navigation UI elements 
are large and ugly.

Natural feeling brushes (with third 
party brush presets)
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Launch screen poorly visualizes 
ongoing projects, offering no 

means of managing or organizing 
them.

Nature of Integration with Bridge is 
unclear.

Example Two: Adobe Illustrator
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Example Three 

Autodesk Sketchbook ProLocation
http://www.autodesk.com/products/
sketchbook-pro/overviewOverview + Relevance to this project

Autodesk Sketchbook Pro has a strong 

grasp on the concept design, architectural 

sketching, and product design markets with 

its pared back ideas-first workspace. The 

perspective tools are intriguing and the first 

time user experience is a lot smoother than 

Photoshop’s or Illustrator’s.

Experience ConceptGood: Immersive fullscreen experience that deemphasizes menus; most 

functionality visible at all times. Possible to use software powerfully without 

touching a single setting. Opens to new document. Geared toward illustrators, 

concept artists, architects, product designers. 
Bad: ”Getting out of the way” shouldn’t mean letting the user clutter the 

workspace themselves. No means of reviewing projects or Functionality
Good: Variety of brushes, sketching tools, blending tools. Deeply customizable 

brush tool. Lower latency than Photoshop. Intriguing brush smoothing 

tool. Interactive perspective drawing guides are a dream, makes sketching 

archetecture painless. Exports to PSD for finishing
Bad: Almost no color editing tools. Most brush tool presets are unusably low-

resolution/poorly designed. Horrible text tools.Visual Design
Good: light GUI seems to invite user to think of the app as one big sheet of paper, 

suitable for meandering.Bad: Undockable panels can get cluttered quickly. Illustrated tool icons aren’t 

adding a whole lot.
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Example Three: Autodesk Sketchbook Pro

Application opens to new document, allowing immediate 
sketching.

Very easily cluttered workspace.

Illustrated Icons provide familiarity,  
but the effect of the brush is unclear. No brush previews.

Wide variety of subpar brush presets.

Horrible text feature.

Tool “Lagoon” allows fullscreen 
interaction without any other menus.
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Example Three: Autodesk Sketchbook Pro

Interactive perspective guide tools 
are a dream come true; makes sketching spaces and architecture 

a breeze.

Stroke smoothing feature is not 
suitable for quick thinking: the stroke lags behind the cursor.

Customizable radial right-click menu allows user to not touch the 
keyboard.

Confusing nested toolbars, no distinction between toggle and radio selectors. Other button states inconsistent and confusing.
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Example Four

Mischief
Location
https://www.madewithmischief.com/Overview + Relevance to this project

Mischief is a recent innovation. It uses 
invisible vectors to provide an extremely 
fluid sketching experience. An infinite canvas 

provides freedom to explore and review a lot 

of sketching/thinking. This software is really 

pleasant to use for ideation. It could be even 

more useful with a means for organizing 
sketches.

Experience ConceptGood: Drawing experience is extremely fluid. There is almost no learning curve. 

Excellent transitional experience from paper sketching to digital sketching. 

Branded as an ideation tool. Vector painting and drawing system is surprisingly 

natural-feeling.
Bad: Very limited in power.

Functionality
Good: Stroke smoothing invisibly corrects shakiness. Exports layers to photoshop  

for finishing. Provides just enough tools to allow flexibility without distracting 

from the actual ideation. Option to change background to a number of infinitely 

zooming textured paper backgrounds.Bad: No means of moving pieces around besides layer system; for those who are 

used to the flexibility of digital art, this will vex. Power hungry application.Visual Design
Good: Very limited GUI provides bare essentials. Almost all functionality visible at 

all times. Not enough panels to get cluttered. Seamlessly fluid canvas navigation. 

Brush path is rendered live with no visible change after you end a stroke (unlike 

Illustrator). Fullscreen is immersive.Bad: Some tool icons have unclear meaning. Tiny color selector is hard to use.
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Example Four: Mischief

Infinite canvas gives the freedom to think.

Tiny color picker hard to use.

Drawing experience for the provided tools is extremely fluid. 

Limited toolset provides just enough flexibility without distracting from ideation.

Pins help users keep track of locations of interest.
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Example Five

Adobe Sketch for iOS
Location
http://www.adobe.com/products/sketchOverview + Relevance to this projectAdobe Sketch is one of the children of an 

older app called Adobe Ideas. This child 
specializes in raster graphics and is meant to 
integrate with the desktop Photoshop app.

Experience ConceptGood: Tools have a lot of texture and entropy. A suitable platform for thinking 

about texture and other medium fidelity sketching goals. Integrates with the 

Creative Cloud system to allow flow between desktop and iOS apps. Limitations 

seem intentional. Functionality pared to limitations of the tablet context.

Bad: Tools feel a little latent. Not enough freedom or power to really get into 

finishing the piece.

Functionality
Good: Stroke smoothing invisibly corrects shakiness. Allows handoff to 

photoshop for finer sketching on desktop. Custom brushes can be made for 

Sketch by using CC Brush for iOS. Unique brush system uses vector strokes to 

make raster marks.
Bad: Some basic necessities like a thin-thick-thin line are missing from the default 

brush set. Adjustable perspective grid has limited use, but appreciated. Two-finger 

swipe for undo too similar to two-finger panning. 
Visual Design

Good: Shares a design scheme with all other adobe iOS apps, distinguished only 

by the accent color specific to the application. Easily hideable and unhideable 

interface for uniterrupted sketching. Project organization tool is tidy and simple. 

Default background off-white for paper-like feel.Bad: Color access is hidden by tap-and-hold interaction, also, each brush has 

seperate color.
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Example Five: Adobe Sketch

Interface is hideable, but easy to unhide.

Off white background imitates the feel of paper, also allows white to be distinct.

Unique brush system somewhere inbetween vector and raster feels fluid, if a little latent.

Limited default brush set.

Some basic necesities not included like a solid thin thick thin line. Users can create their own brushes via Adobe CC Brush.
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Example Five: Adobe Sketch

Tidy itegration with PSD through Creative Cloud.

Very limited adjustable perspective grid not flexible enough to be generaly useful.
On the plus side, the grid allows organic sketching rather than laser precision.

Basic shape guides allow user to trace basic shapes.
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Example Five: Adobe Sketch

Tidy and simple project organization allows immediate overview of ongoing projects.

Brilliant Behance integration allows users to share whole projects effortlessly, including process.
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Example Five

Adobe Draw for iOS
Location
http://www.adobe.com/products/draw

Overview + Relevance to this projectAdobe Draw is one of the children of an older 
app called Adobe Ideas. This child specializes 
in vector graphics and is meant to integrate 
with the desktop Illustrator app. Using the tools is pleasureable, and it has a highly curated toolset worth exploring.

Experience Concept
Good: Explicitly intended to be used to start vector illustrations. Projects sent 

to Behance from the app are curated by likes and comments and displayed in a 

community feed.
Bad: Very limited in power.

Functionality
Good: Very intuitive shape-filling interaction. Toolset curated to five tools, making 

the purpose of the app unavoidably apparent at all time.Bad: Adjustable perspective grid has limited use, but appreciated. Two-finger 

swipe for undo too similar to two-finger panning. 

Visual Design
Good: GUI very similar to Adobe Sketch, making crossover between the two 

apps easy. Easily hideable and unhideable interface for uniterrupted sketching. 

organization tool is tidy and simple. Default background off-white for paper-like 

feel.

Bad: Color access is hidden by tap-and-hold interaction, also, each brush has 

seperate color.
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Example Seven: Sketchbook Pro for iOS

Limited interface bares most, some functions hidden by tap-and-hold submenus.

Implements iOS’s built-in sharing interface for basic integration with most social sharing apps.

Size and color “puck”  time-saving once you get a hang of it.

Provided tools are decent for low level sketching. Lack the nuance of higher level software including Sketchbook Pro for desktop.

Very intuitive color selector. It is also big enough to use.

Subtle drop shadows on swatches are a nice touch.
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Example Two: Adobe Illustrator

Option to work without canvas boundaries provides feedom.

Pencil tool allows user to think quickly in large areas of value and color.

Pencil tool allows artist to refine shapes intuitively, by retracing portions of the outline

Shape builder tool allows easy geometric sketching.

Precise shape selection; Shape stacking independent of layer system, making arranging objects more intuitive than photoshop’s layers.
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Example Two: Adobe Illustrator

Anemic Color Editing Tools

Default toolset overwhelming.

Perfecting nongeometric shapes is ineffecient, time-consuming.
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Example Seven: Sketchbook Pro for iOS

Interesting DeviantArt integration called Sketch This.
Very bad implementation for more serious artists. The problem: no standards.
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Example Eight: Paper

Home screen shows multiple 
“spaces” with representative 
image.

Start a new page by tapping button at bottom of page for easy entry 
into idation.

Pinching open spreads space out 
for a high level view of contents
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Example Six: Adobe Draw

Project organization identical to 
Adobe Sketch.

Interface feels so familiar switching 
from other adobe iOS apps.

Just brush and fill. Interface shows 
no other tools. Some others hidden 
in menus.

Just five brush presets.

Intuitive tap-and-hold shape-filling.
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Example Seven

Autodesk Sketchbook for iOS
Location
https://www.madewithmischief.com/

Overview + Relevance to this project
Mischief is a recent innovation. It uses invisible vectors to provide an extremely fluid sketching experience. An infinite canvas provides freedom to explore and review a lot of sketching/thinking. This software is really pleasant to use for ideation. It could be even more useful with a means for organizing clips from the infinite canvas.

Experience Concept
Good: Much more traditionally “digital” mark making than Sketch.  Interesting DeviantArt integration called Sketch This, but...
Bad: Very bad implementation of DeviantArt integration for more serious artists. The problem: no standards, no content curation, Sketch This is littered with awful doodles.

Functionality
Good: Size and color “puck” are time-saving once you get a hang of it. Provided tools are decent for low level sketching. Integrates with other apps through the default iOS sharing interface. Intuitive and efficient layer system.
Bad: Tools lack the nuance of higher level software including Sketchbook Pro for desktop. 

Visual Design
Good: Limited interface bares most functionality, some more specific functions hidden by tap-and-hold submenus. Color selector make picking color more intuitive by turning the square 45 degrees. Subtle drop shadows on swatches are a nice touch. 

Bad: Effect of tools don’t feel like they would be made by the illustrative tool icons.
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Example Eight

53 Paper
Location
https://www.fiftythree.com/

Overview + Relevance to this project
Mischief is a recent innovation. It uses 
invisible vectors to provide an extremely 
fluid sketching experience. An infinite canvas provides freedom to explore and review a lot of sketching/thinking. This software is really pleasant to use for ideation. It could be even more useful with a means for organizing clips from the infinite canvas.

Experience Concept
Good: A very transparent application that allows you to get right into thinking with only the tools needed to record an idea. Community stream allows simple sharing with followers. 

Bad: Refining sketches to medium fidelity is difficult. Community associated with community stream is small and new posts appear infrequently.

Functionality
Good: Start a new page by tapping button at bottom of page for easy entry into idation. Pinching open spreads space out for a high level view of contents. Ink roller tool is super rapid method for establishing large sections of color or value. Intuitive color mixing, more precise color selection through tap-and-hold interaction.

Bad: Tools behave a little unpredictably due to emulation of physical media and some unusual implementation details.

Visual Design
Good: Home screen shows multiple “spaces” with representative image from the image set. Illustrated tools balanced by curated toolset. Marks made by tools feel appropriate for their illustrated icons. Continues trend of off-white background. 
Bad: Zooming and panning is disallowed, and yet the interface isn’t fully hideable, making it impossible to work the entire canvas. 
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Example Eight: Paper

Ink roller tool is super rapid 
method for establishing large 
sections of color or value. 
Unfortunately, it behaves a 
little unpredictably, due to 
skeumorphism.

Intuitive color mixing, more precise 
color selection through tap-and-
hold interaction.

Simple social sharing to followers.

Just four tools on the front screen 
and five on the next. This helps 
focus on the idea.
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Example One

Adobe Illustrator
Location
http://www.adobe.com/products/illustrator

Overview + Relevance to this project
Illustrator is the most popular tool for 
creating vector graphics. For those 
illustrators whose styles lean toward strict 
color palettes and razor-sharp edges, this 
program is king. Illustrator has some tools 
which are promising for early-process 
sketching.

Experience Concept
Good: Fairly accurate geometry and alignment tools are more or less intuitive. 
Selecting and arranging objects is a breeze; layer system is auxiliary. 

Bad: Steep learning curve; Not tailored to a specific audience;  Setting up 
documents is not friendly to people who just want to start making from the get-
go. Making thumbnails and rough sketches is difficult. Keeping them organized 
and in view is even more difficult.

Functionality
Good: Painless for building geometric illustrations, espcecially with the 
shape builder tool. For organic compositions, the early definition of objects is 
exceptionally fast compared to Photoshop

Bad: Most glaring lack is image adjustments like Photoshop’s: there is no 
equivalent to curves, levels, hue and saturation, vibrance – these would make 
choosing colors much easier. making detailed organic shapes is time consuming. 
Included resources (styles, symbols, patterns) are ugly and tasteless. Refining 
shapes takes forever due to the perfect nature of vectors.

Visual Design
Good: GUI functionally identical to Photoshop’s 

Bad: While moving objects around, graphics temporarily downgrade to 
unantialiased lines. While dragging objects out of view, 
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Example Nine: Keep it Together

Illustrative top level interface 
intended to provide an immersive 
experience. Actually just gets in the 
way.

Sticky notes, contact sheets, 
tape, thumbtacks, chains, 
feltboard – interface is a mess of 
skeumorphism.

Points out a mandate of custom 
organization in interfaces: don’t let 
the user confuse themselves.

Note how little of the available 
space the actual content takes up. 
The overall impression is that the 
pattern of content is supposed 
to be important, rather than the 
content itself. The application’s 
concept takes precedence over 
functionality, Big no-no!

A drawing application  
designed for and by 
illustrators
Pinup’s pitch is threefold: First, Pinup is a project organization 

tool that handles the technical side of file organization and up-

keep. Second, Pinup is a robust multi-interface drawing tool that 

understands how illustrators work. Third, Pinup is a discovery tool 

that allows illustrators to explore the process of other illustrators.

SEMANTIC
LAYERS
Unlike the semantically 

neutral layer system found 

in software like Photoshop 

or Sketchbook Pro, Pinup’s 

layer system is divided 

between solid and line 

layers. The layer types 

can exist seperately, or 

combine with the other to 

form line/solid pairs. This 

link better illustrates the 

analogue between creating 

layers and forming objects.

DREAMING

HOME

DISCOVER

SCHEMING


